Delinea Security Academy: Certification Program

Delinea’s professional certifications are designed to validate deep product competence through knowledge tests and real-world, hands-on technical challenges. The goal of Delinea’s certification program is to enable and train key technical personnel and empower them with the ability to manage and deploy Delinea applications effectively and productively. Delinea’s certification program encompasses a diverse range of topics including product-specific terminology, architecture, installation for on-premises options, cloud-specific configurations, common use cases, security hardening, best practices and disaster recovery.

Delinea’s certification program offers options for achieving both a conceptual understanding with a self-paced, all online exam and the option to demonstrate proven technical ability with advanced, hands-on practical challenges that require extensive expertise on Delinea’s product portfolio. Delinea’s certifications are appropriate for both customers and partners to validate technical knowledge and expertise.

Certification Options

**Secret Server**
- Secret Server Associate
- Secret Server Engineer
- Secret Server Consultant (for partners and invite only)

**Privilege Manager**
- Privilege Manager Associate
- Privilege Manager Engineer

**Server PAM**
- Server PAM Associate
- Server PAM Engineer
Delinea's Associate Certification level is designed to provide and validate technical knowledge on product use cases, configurations, integration options, best practices, and security hardening preferences. The Associate certification should be used to successfully move to the next level of Delinea certification, a Certified Engineer, and provide the base knowledge needed to pass the hands-on lab challenges. The Associate Certification is a required pre-requisite for becoming a Certified Delinea Engineer. Delinea’s Associate Certifications are designed as self-paced, online only enablement and include online coursework and a 100-question online exam. Students are encouraged to leverage all Delinea provided resources to pass the exam including online coursework, product documentation and website.

Delinea’s Engineer Certification is designed to provide validation of technical product ability to install, configure, and administer to best practice Delinea’s product portfolio. Through hands-on lab challenges and Delinea provided official verifications, students can work towards becoming Certified Delinea Engineers. Each challenge is designed to cover a wide variety of topics including architecture, installation, configuration, security best practices, troubleshooting, and common product use cases. For validation and verification, to become a fully Certified Delinea Engineer, students must demonstrate and document success with sign-off from an official Delinea Security Academy Expert.

Delinea’s Secret Server Consultant Certification is the top-level certification and is partner only, by invitation. Secret Server’s Consultant certification includes self-paced, online coursework, an online exam, and a hands-on technical lab challenge. At this level of certification more advanced topics and skillsets are required including experience with architecture, scripting, and APIs. The diverse topics in the online exam and technical, hands-on lab challenge include multi-site architecture, sizing, advanced DR/HA options, customizations, extensibility, and integrations. Similar to other Delinea certifications, students must demonstrate and document lab successes with validation and verifications from an official Delinea Security Academy Expert.

Delinea is a leading provider of Privileged Access Management (PAM) solutions for the modern, hybrid enterprise. The Delinea Platform seamlessly extends PAM by providing authorization for all identities, controlling access to an organization’s most critical hybrid cloud infrastructure and sensitive data to help reduce risk, ensure compliance, and simplify security. Delinea removes complexity and defines the boundaries of access for thousands of customers worldwide. Our customers range from small businesses to the world’s largest financial institutions, intelligence agencies, and critical infrastructure companies. delineacom